EFFECTIVENESS OF INNOVATIVE VALUE-ORIENTED MARKETING SOLUTIONS ON DAIRY MARKET

Abstract. It has been found that optimum distribution of incomes has undergone certain transformational changes in current market conditions. Thus, internationally, the largest share of income (60%) is the salary, while in Ukraine it makes only up to 35% of the total income. Other 65% comes from other sources. The purchasing power of the population is an important factor. In general, it has been proved (based on the average salary) that Ukrainians spend more than 50% of their income on food.

Main suppliers and brands operating on the Ukrainian dairy products market (Molokiya™, Yagotynske™, Bila Linia™, Voloshkove Pole™, Slovianochka™, Activia™, Prostokvashino™, Galychyna™) have been assessed under such criteria as target audience, consumption purpose and product value. It has been established that there is a segment of premium goods consumers on the milk market who are ready to pay more for high quality products.

The expediency of introducing non-traditional methods of competition on the fast moving consumer goods markets has been substantiated. The most common example of such market is the market of dairy products, which are reasonably priced and have high level of nutrients, ensuring proper, normalized human diet.

The effectiveness of implementing innovative solutions to the marketing-mix development has been identified, the solutions focusing on such human values as natural and healthy food, environmentally friendly attitude (Fresh Milk technology, Pure-Pak Sense Aseptic packing).

It has been established that due to active use and modification of traditional marketing tools, Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC (Molokiya™) showed impressive results as for the market share and geographic coverage of the market. The basis of these decisions was value-oriented approach, i.e. focusing marketing activities not only on the product and the customer, but also on the traditional human values that are often not directly related to any goods or consumers. These are the following three topical areas:

– in the product policy – creation and/or modification of the products included in the healthy food diet with maximum preservation of natural properties;

– in the distribution policy – dramatic shortening of the production-consumption cycle, resulting in a very slight loss of natural properties, thus, radical reduction of the requirements for protective functions of packaging;

– in the distribution policy – maximum convenience of dairy products complete use and packaging recycling.
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Formulation of the problem. Dairy market, as one of traditional world markets, is highly competitive and has a quick product turnover. During its formation, this market has been going through traditional stages of development, being a seller’s and a buyer’s market and experiencing occasional domination of either suppliers of raw milk or dairy producers or domination of consumer behavior, both current and potential. This market was the first to experience the onset of the next stage of development characterized by domination of human values associated with environmentally friendly attitude, care about own and public health, concern for future generations. Such important human values components as empathy, sufficient awareness of negative climate change and topical processes (phenomena), convenience, simplicity as...
well as consistency with own position and behavior also remain in the focus of attention. Therefore, the success of business in the market of dairy products in Ukraine actually depends on making non-standard, innovative decisions aimed at creating additional consumer values, often being close to spiritual values. Despite the fact that the issues of development and improvement of the dairy products marketing have always been in the focus of scientific research, constant changes taking place on the market and the emergence of new customer segments require finding new marketing solutions for its specific components.

**Analysis of recent research and publications.**

A considerable amount of research has been conducted to study so called FMCG (Fast Moving Consumer Goods) markets; in Ukraine – markets of daily-demand goods. The research has been aimed at creating long-term competitive advantages, strengthening and maintaining the market position by the major market participants due to availability (for potential customers) of milk products, which are generated by dairy product producers, distributors and retailers. The most important scientific results have been presented in the studies of P.S. Berehivskyi [1], S. V. Vasylchak [2], O. K. Shafaliuk [3, 4], E. V. Krykavskyi [5, 6, 7], N. S. Kosar [6, 7], N. R. Kubrak [5, 7], O. Yu. Bochko [8], L. Ya. Yakymyshyn [9].

The purpose of the research is to substantiate the necessity of making value-oriented marketing solutions on the dairy market as part of FMCG market.

**Materials and results.** Foodstuffs are the most necessary things for healthy life of a human. However, their quality and taste must meet established standards and needs of consumers. In general, (based on the average salary), it has been proved that Ukrainians spend more than 50% of income on food. As of the second quarter of 2016, after buying essential commodities 75% of the population still has some money that they spend mostly on clothing and outside leisure activities (Fig. 1).

![Fig. 1. Distribution of people’s income after buying essential commodities, %](source)

**Source:** [10]

Currently two methods for evaluating the distribution of people’s income are used:

1) income-based method measures distribution relatively to income and capital accumulation that are actually combined by the accumulated capital dynamics equation and characterized by the following formula:

\[
\frac{dK}{dt} = rK + y(t) - c(t),
\]

where \(y(t)\) is income at \(t\) time; \(c(t)\) is consumption at \(t\) time; \(K(t)\) is capital at \(t\) time; \(r\) is interest rate on capital; \(dK/dt\) is the derivative from capital over time;

2) expenditure-based method measures the maximum amount of money, which an individual can spend during the month when the research is done.

While the first method is based on how much money must be spent, the second one represents how much people can spend for consumption. We can say that optimum distribution of incomes has undergone certain transformational changes under...
current market conditions. Thus, internationally, the largest share of income is the salary, while in Ukraine it only makes up 35% of income. The rest accounts for additional income, making the main basis of people’s purchasing power. As for most European countries, the share of salary in the overall income is more than 60%.

Now Ukraine is still one of the most pessimistic countries in the world. In addition, it occupies the 16th position in the rating of countries in terms of retailers’ share in the total sales of the country (Fig. 2).

The most common products on fast moving consumer goods market are dairy products, which are reasonably priced and have high level of nutrients, ensuring proper, normalized human diet. Major suppliers of dairy products to fast moving consumer goods market in Ukraine are Molokiya™, Yagotynske™, Bila Linia™, Voloshkove Pole™, Slovianochka™, Activia™, Prostokvashino™, Galychyna™, which are presented in Table 1.

Fig. 3. shows the share of these brands within the studied market.

*Fig. 2. The share of retailers in the country turnover, %*

*Source: [11]*
## Characteristics of major dairy brands on the fast moving consumer goods market

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics of the brand</th>
<th>Yagotynske</th>
<th>Bila Linia</th>
<th>Voloshkove Pole</th>
<th>Slovianochka</th>
<th>Activia</th>
<th>Prostokvashino</th>
<th>Molokia</th>
<th>Galychyna</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Target audience</strong></td>
<td>Women, families, children, elderly people</td>
<td>Women, families, children</td>
<td>Young families, children</td>
<td>Young women</td>
<td>Young families, children</td>
<td>Women, families, children</td>
<td>Women, families, children</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Term and aim of consumption</strong></td>
<td>Health reasons, for breakfast, work lunch, dinner</td>
<td>Health reasons, for feeling of safety</td>
<td>Health reasons, for breakfast, lunch, dinner</td>
<td>Health reasons, for breakfast, work lunch, dinner</td>
<td>Health reasons, digestion, for the feeling of easiness</td>
<td>Health reasons, for the feeling of home environment</td>
<td>Health reasons, for breakfast, lunch, dinner</td>
<td>Health reasons, for the feeling of traditions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emotions</strong></td>
<td>Care about family health, special care about the health of children</td>
<td>Health, safety</td>
<td>Health, traditions</td>
<td>Health, natural usefulness, traditions</td>
<td>Care about oneself, “to be fit”</td>
<td>Health, nostalgia, tasty food</td>
<td>Health, natural usefulness</td>
<td>Power of nature, traditions, care about family health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rationality</strong></td>
<td>Promotes active longevity, lowers cholesterol, normalizes blood glucose</td>
<td>Modern technology, quality control</td>
<td>From house oven, natural ingredients, “live”</td>
<td>Live kefir culture, based on home recipes, convenient packing</td>
<td>Positive habit, 10 billion ActiRegularis bifidobacteria</td>
<td>As in childhood, from grandmother, healthy bacteria, traditional recipe</td>
<td>Maximum preservation of natural qualities</td>
<td>Carpathian milk</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Slogan</strong></td>
<td>Yagotynske - for the whole family. Now, nationwide</td>
<td>White line - the line of quality</td>
<td>Voloshkove Pole - live product. Voloshkove Pole - exquisite taste of forgotten traditions.</td>
<td>Saving natural usefulness</td>
<td>My secret of easiness. Good mood starts from within</td>
<td>Fresh milk conveniently near! Prostokvashino - from dairy champion. Prostokvashino homemade style</td>
<td>Milk that loves you</td>
<td>Live among eternal values. Galychyna - the power of nature in you</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** author’s research
Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC (Molokiya™) is one of Ukrainian companies operating on the retail market that has been effectively and dynamically developing for the past 20 years producing natural and healthy dairy products. Basic company product is milk which is produced by Fresh Milk technology, preserving its natural taste and useful properties.

Due to active use and modification of traditional marketing tools the company showed impressive results as for the market share and geographic coverage of the market. Following are the key factors of such success: first of all, the basis of the company development is value-oriented approach, i.e. focusing marketing activities not only on the product and a customer, but also on the traditional human values that are often not directly related to any goods or consumers. These are three topical areas:

- in the product policy – creation and/or modification of the products included in the healthy food diet with maximum preservation of natural properties;
- in the distribution policy – dramatic shortening of the production – consumption cycle, resulting in a very slight loss of natural properties, thus, radical reduction of the requirements for protective functions of packaging;
- in the distribution policy – maximum convenience of dairy products complete use and packaging recycling.

It should be noted that implementation of these issues enables increased affordability of dairy products as it is directly reflected in the cost of production and distribution, promoting environmental consciousness, facilitating introduction of environmentally friendly consumer behavior in the context of package management.

Currently Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC pays special attention to health. The main goal of all brands without exception is improving the health of their consumers.

The current paradigm of healthy food observed now is its naturalness. The basic principles of Molokiya™ are still fresh, straight from the garden with minimum processing! One of the main goods produced by the company, which we study in our research, is milk, which is a consumer food product sold on a daily basis and regardless of the economic situation in the country. However, not all buyers like the taste of pasteurized milk in ordinary packaging. Many
people go to the village in order to buy fresh milk or purchase it from farmers’ barrels, which is not very convenient. A trip to the village takes time, and usually the barrels are brought only on certain days; besides, the quality of milk from the barrel does not always meet hygienic standards.

The way out of this situation was found by Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC which was the first company in Ukraine to introduce a European Fresh Milk standard. It preserves the natural structure of milk and its useful properties. In this regard, the amount of ultra-pasteurized milk in Ukraine in 2016 rose by 28 % compared to 2015 [12]. Today 60 % of Ukrainian consumers prefer premium products, i.e. the products which cost about 20 % more than the products of average price. As for dairy products, it is 32 % of consumers who are willing to pay more for the proper quality products [13]. Increased demand for more convenient packaging led to the market growth of small size milk cartons. In this regard, Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC started using Pure-Pak Sense Aseptic cardboard packing, which combines both design and functionality: it is easy to fold, easy to compress the package to pour out remaining milk, which helps to reduce food waste. Furthermore, the possibility to fold the packaging reduces the volume of waste to be transported and recycled.

Asymmetric top of the packaging allows using packaging of various sizes, while its attractive elegant shape improves brand image on the shelves of the supermarkets. Upper edge enables printing for better orientation and providing information about the benefits of the product as well as placing advertising messages. New Pure-Pak Sense Aseptic packaging is the latest innovation of Elopak research and development department, which is constantly designing something new to improve cardboard packaging and increase its added value. In addition, the company launched a line of small size thin beverage cartons in order to meet current market demand for small and convenient packaging. Pure-Pak Sens Aseptic cartons are intended for dairy products and have a base area of only 47 × 32.5 mm, making the packaging look very slim. Cartons range in size, having 7 packaging volumes: 80 ml, 90 ml, 100 ml, 110 ml, 125 ml, 150 ml and 180 ml. All of them are suitable for the same SIG Combibloc filling machine.

Thus, Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC is one of the promising companies that seeks to improve public health.

Activia™ has the second biggest share on the dairy products market. The basic principle of the trademark under study is to get a good mood that starts from the inside.

Under the conditions of falling prices for milk and its increased supply, producers are forced to seek alternative markets and sales methods, resorting to automated selling of milk through vending-machines. Milk vending machines open up new business opportunities: buyers prefer quality affordable milk, thus investing in the dairy business results in rapid payback and profit growth. Consequently, the implementation of such an innovative project provides the opportunity to buy fresh milk near the house.

In the countries of America and Europe milk has been sold through vending machines for a long time. Such way of selling has become common, and milk business has become quite profitable. In the post-Soviet countries this business is completely undeveloped, although the investment is fully returned after a couple of months.

Main advantages of using milk vending machines for customers are:
- possibility to buy fresh milk quickly, at any time and without waiting in a line, close to one’s home;
- availability of only high-quality milk delivered directly from the farm, with 3.7–4 % of fat, which makes it possible to use it for making cheese, yogurt, and sour cream;
- the price of tap milk is significantly lower than the price of the milk in cartons due to direct sale, significant reduction of packaging costs and absence of the vendors’ pay;
- the machine preserves the taste and aroma of fresh milk;
- this method of selling complies with all hygiene standards.

Use of milk vending machines, where this good quality product can be purchased at a low price, results in increased product demand and turnover growth. Location of other consumer goods
next to milk vending machines will definitely increase sales, as together with milk buyers are likely to buy bread, pastry, cakes and other products from the range of food store.

As seen from above, purchasing of milk vending machines is a good investment for modern farms, which can provide them with steady income and rapid payback.

The first milk vending machine made by Swiss company BRUNIMAT GmbH appeared in Ukraine in the city of Uman in summer 2012 on the initiative of AVM Milk Producers’ Association. At first, the citizens of Uman were surprised by the machine but it quickly gained popularity. Not surprising is the fact that the second milk vending machine was put into operation by AVM in October. Uman was not alone in this endeavor: automated points of milk sale appeared in other cities. Thus, spearheaded by AVM, they have been functioning in Odessa and Kirovograd regions. In current conditions, with the help of milk vending machines, Ukrainian farmers are trying to eliminate intermediaries in the chain of sales, relying on selling milk directly to consumers through such vending machines.

Conclusions. As a result of the study it was found that the quality of dairy products plays a special role on the fast moving consumer goods market. It was shown on the example of Ternopil Dairy Factory PJSC – the company that produces natural and healthy dairy products. The prospects for the development of the company in the present circumstances is to improve the quality of its products and to provide 24/7 availability of fresh goods for the public. Some steps have already been taken in this direction. Thus, the company has launched a new type of packaging – Pure-Pak Sense Aseptic. In order to provide availability of fresh milk around the clock, it is proposed that dairy enterprises use milk vending machines, which is a promising innovative way to expand their business.
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